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the microstation cad model that you see in your navisworks drawing is the same as the one that you
see in your navisworks drawing. this means that the cad model you see in your drawing is always the

same as the cad model that you see in navisworks. any changes that you make in navisworks are
reflected in the cad model, and vice versa. these changes are saved to the cad model file and they

are automatically updated in navisworks. the bentley microstation cad model that you see in
navisworks is the same as the one that you see in your drawing. this means that the cad model you
see in your drawing is always the same as the cad model that you see in navisworks. any changes
that you make in your drawing are reflected in the navisworks cad model, and vice versa. these

changes are saved to the navisworks cad model file and they are automatically updated in
navisworks. microstation provides tools for creating and managing models of complex projects and

lifecycles. it supports many industry-standard file formats, such as ifc, step, and iges. it also
integrates seamlessly with navisworks, autocad, and revit software, which is the reason why it's the
leading cad solution for the construction industry. microstation powerdraft provides a workflow that
lets you effortlessly create, view, analyze, and share 2d and 3d models of infrastructure projects. as
a leading provider of data-intensive design, construction, and asset management solutions, we've

partnered with the industry's leading cad software providers to deliver a comprehensive set of tools
that are built on the microstation platform. with the strength of our partners, we are able to provide

industry-leading infrastructure design, construction, asset management, and maintenance
capabilities.
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